{"id":9382,"date":"2016-09-01T11:05:25","date_gmt":"2016-09-01T05:35:25","guid":{"rendered":"https:\/\/www.pdfquestion.in\/?p=9382"},"modified":"2021-02-24T16:38:24","modified_gmt":"2021-02-24T11:08:24","slug":"srmuniv-ac-in-srmcat-2015-for-mba-model-question-paper-srm-university","status":"publish","type":"post","link":"https:\/\/www.pdfquestion.in\/9382.html","title":{"rendered":"srmuniv.ac.in SRMCAT 2015 For MBA Model Question Paper : SRM University"},"content":{"rendered":"<p><strong><u>Organisation <\/u><\/strong>: SRM University<br \/>\n<strong><u>Exam <\/u><\/strong>: SRMCAT 2015<br \/>\n<strong><u>Document Type <\/u><\/strong>: Model Question Paper<br \/>\n<strong><u>Category or Subject <\/u><\/strong>: MBA<br \/>\n<strong><u>Year <\/u><\/strong>: 2015<\/p>\n<!-- WP QUADS Content Ad Plugin v. 2.0.66.1 -->\n<div class=\"quads-location quads-ad1\" id=\"quads-ad1\" style=\"float:none;margin:0px;\">\n<script async src=\"https:\/\/pagead2.googlesyndication.com\/pagead\/js\/adsbygoogle.js\"><\/script>\r\n<!-- Pdfquestion.in-01 -->\r\n<ins class=\"adsbygoogle\"\r\n     style=\"display:block\"\r\n     data-ad-client=\"ca-pub-5800892549349547\"\r\n     data-ad-slot=\"8416227722\"\r\n     data-ad-format=\"auto\"\r\n     data-full-width-responsive=\"true\"><\/ins>\r\n<script>\r\n     (adsbygoogle = window.adsbygoogle || []).push({});\r\n<\/script>\n<\/div>\n\n<p><strong><u>Website <\/u><\/strong>: <a href=\"https:\/\/www.srmist.edu.in\/\">http:\/\/www.srmuniv.ac.in<\/a><br \/>\n<strong><u>Download Model Question Paper <\/u><\/strong>: <a href=\"https:\/\/www.pdfquestion.in\/uploads\/9382-mba-model.pdf\">https:\/\/www.pdfquestion.in\/uploads\/9382-mba-model.pdf<\/a><\/p>\n<!-- WP QUADS Content Ad Plugin v. 2.0.66.1 -->\n<div class=\"quads-location quads-ad2\" id=\"quads-ad2\" style=\"float:none;margin:0px;\">\n<script async src=\"https:\/\/pagead2.googlesyndication.com\/pagead\/js\/adsbygoogle.js\"><\/script>\r\n<!-- Pdfquestion.in-02 -->\r\n<ins class=\"adsbygoogle\"\r\n     style=\"display:block\"\r\n     data-ad-client=\"ca-pub-5800892549349547\"\r\n     data-ad-slot=\"9892960926\"\r\n     data-ad-format=\"auto\"\r\n     data-full-width-responsive=\"true\"><\/ins>\r\n<script>\r\n     (adsbygoogle = window.adsbygoogle || []).push({});\r\n<\/script>\n<\/div>\n\n<h2>SRMCAT MBA Model Question Paper :<\/h2>\n<p><strong><u>Part 1<\/u><\/strong>: Data Interpretation (20 questions)<br \/>\nDirections for Questions 1 to 5: Study the following table and answer the questions given below it.<\/p>\n<blockquote><p><span style=\"text-decoration: underline;\"><strong>Related<\/strong> <\/span>: RM University Model Question Paper for SRMJEEE : <a href=\"https:\/\/www.pdfquestion.in\/8714.html\">https:\/\/www.pdfquestion.in\/8714.html<\/a><\/p><\/blockquote>\n<p>1. The weighted average growth rate of all the industries in 1995-96 is nearly<br \/>\na) 4.09<br \/>\nb) 12.26<br \/>\nc) 21.5<br \/>\nd) 11.45<\/p>\n<p>2. The ratio of the simple average growth rate to the weighted average growth rate in 1996-97 is nearly<br \/>\na) 1:1<br \/>\nb) 9:5<br \/>\nc) 5:3<br \/>\nd) 3:5<\/p>\n<p>3. What is the index of industrial production in 1996-97 for manufacturing?<br \/>\na) 108.7<br \/>\nb) 124.7<br \/>\nc) 135.5<br \/>\nd) 122.3<\/p>\n<p>4. Considering the relevant weights, the weighted growth rate of electricity in 1997-98 expressed as a percentage of the overall weighted industrial growth rate is nearly<br \/>\na) 19<br \/>\nb) 26<br \/>\nc) 57<br \/>\nd) 33<\/p>\n<p>5. If the overall weighted industrial growth rate in 1998-99 is 9.55 and every industry shows 10% average growth rate in 1999-2000 over the previous year, then find the overall weighted industrial growth rate in 1999-2000. Assume that weights for various sectors remain unchanged.<br \/>\na) 9.55<br \/>\nb) Data insufficient<br \/>\nc) 19.55<br \/>\nd) 10.5<\/p>\n<p><strong><u>Directions for Questions 16-20 <\/u><\/strong>: Answer the questions on the basis of the information given below.<br \/>\nStudy the following figure and answer the questions given below.<br \/>\n16. How many doctors are neither artists nor players?<br \/>\na) 17<br \/>\nb) 5<br \/>\nc) 10<br \/>\nd) 30<\/p>\n<p>17. How many doctors are both players and artists?<br \/>\na) 22<br \/>\nb) 8<br \/>\nc) 3<br \/>\nd) 30<\/p>\n<p>18. How many artists are players?<br \/>\na) 5<br \/>\nb) 8<br \/>\nc) 25<br \/>\nd) 16<\/p>\n<p>19. How many players are neither artists nor doctors?<br \/>\na) 25<br \/>\nb) 17<br \/>\nc) 5<br \/>\nd) 10<\/p>\n<p>20. How many artists are neither players nor doctors?<br \/>\na) 10<br \/>\nb) 17<br \/>\nc) 30<br \/>\nd) 15<\/p>\n<p><strong><u>Part 2<\/u><\/strong>: Quantitative (20 Questions)<br \/>\n21. What numbers must be subtracted from each of the numbers 53,21,41,17 so that the remainders are in proportion?<br \/>\na) 1<br \/>\nb) 3<br \/>\nc) 5<br \/>\nd) 7<\/p>\n<p>22. Two cogged wheels of which one has 32 cogs and other 54 cogs, work into each other. If the latter turns 80 times in 3 quarters of a minute, how often the other turn in 8 seconds?<br \/>\na) 48<br \/>\nb) 135<br \/>\nc) 24<br \/>\nd) 100<\/p>\n<p>23. In the Newyork stock Exchange there are 45% female employees and thus the number of male employees is exceeded by 72. Hence the total number of employees in the Newyork stock exchange is<br \/>\na) 540<br \/>\nb) 720<br \/>\nc) 7200<br \/>\nd) 550<\/p>\n<p>24. When processing flower nectar into honeybees extract, a considerable amount of water gets reduced. How much flower nectar must be processed to yield 1kg of honey, if nectar contains 50% water and the honey obtained from this nectar contains 15% water.<br \/>\na) 1.5kgs<br \/>\nb) 1.7kgs<br \/>\nc) 3.33kgs<br \/>\nd) 5kgs<\/p>\n<p><strong><span style=\"text-decoration: underline;\">Degree : MBA <\/span><\/strong><br \/>\n<strong><span style=\"text-decoration: underline;\">PART 1 :<\/span><\/strong><br \/>\n<strong><span style=\"text-decoration: underline;\">Data Interpretation :<\/span><\/strong><br \/>\nDirections: The histogram shows the marks obtained by 45 students of a class. Look at the histogram and answer the questions 1 to 5.<br \/>\n1. If the pass mark is 30, what is the number of failures?<br \/>\na) 2<br \/>\nb) 6<br \/>\nc) 18<br \/>\nd) 20<\/p>\n<p>2. If the pass mark is 30, what is the percentage of successful students?<br \/>\na) 75%<br \/>\nb) 60%<br \/>\nc) 50%<br \/>\nd) 40%<\/p>\n<p>3. How many students have obtained marks less than 10?<br \/>\na) 2<br \/>\nb) 10<br \/>\nc) 1<br \/>\nd) 4<\/p>\n<p>4. How many students have obtained 30 or more marks but less than 40?<br \/>\na) 3<br \/>\nb) 4<br \/>\nc) 5<br \/>\nd) 6<\/p>\n<p>5. How many students have obtained marks 50 and above?<br \/>\na) 9<br \/>\nb) 10<br \/>\nc) 11<br \/>\nd) 16<\/p>\n<p>6. In which year was in Zone S the difference between the appeared candidates and qualified candidates second lowest?<br \/>\na) 2005<br \/>\nb) 2007<br \/>\nc) 2008<br \/>\nd) 2010.<\/p>\n<p>7. Number of candidates qualified the test from Zone R in the year 2010 was approximately what percentage of the number of candidates appeared from Zone Q in the year 2008?<br \/>\na) 152<br \/>\nb) 147<br \/>\nc) 137<br \/>\nd) 132<\/p>\n<p>8. What was the average number of candidates appeared from Zone T over all the years together?<br \/>\na) 810<br \/>\nb) 815<br \/>\nc) 825<br \/>\nd) 805<\/p>\n<p>9. What was the respective ratio between the number of candidates appeared from Zone P in the year 2005 and the number of candidates qualified from Zone S in the year 2007?<br \/>\na) 4:7<br \/>\nb) 4:9<br \/>\nc) 9:4<br \/>\nd) 8:13<\/p>\n<p>10. From which zone was the total number of candidates who qualified the test, second highest in the year 2009 and 2010 together?<br \/>\na) P<br \/>\nb) T<br \/>\nc) Q<br \/>\nd) R<\/p>\n<p>11. Rama left home and walked 5km soiuthwards, turned right and walked 2 km and turned right and walked 5 km and turned left and walked 5 km. How many kilometers will he have to walk to reach his home straight?<br \/>\na) 5<br \/>\nb) 7<br \/>\nc) 17<br \/>\nd) 15<\/p>\n<p>12. Four people A, B, C and D are on a ladder. A is further up the ladder than B. B is in between A and C. I f D is still further than A, whos is the second person from the bottom?<br \/>\na) D<br \/>\nb) A<br \/>\nc) C<br \/>\nd) B<\/p>\n<p>13. The amount spent on raw materials in 1998 was &#8211;% of the amount spent on \u2026<br \/>\na) 200, R &amp; D in 1995<br \/>\nb) 103, salaries \/wages in 1995<br \/>\nc) 225, advertising\/sp in 1995<br \/>\nd) 100 raw materials in 1995.<\/p>\n<p>14. The amount spent on salaries and wages in 1995 was 140% of the amount spent on<br \/>\na) R &amp; D in 1995<br \/>\nb) Raw materials in 1995<br \/>\nc) Advertising\/SP in 1995<br \/>\nd) Raw materials in 1998.<\/p>\n<p>17. The fraction of total expenditure for 1995 and 1998 spent on legal affairs was about<br \/>\na) 0.01<br \/>\nb) 0.12<br \/>\nc) 0.05<br \/>\nd) 0.5<\/p>\n<p>18. The amount spent in 1998 on advertising is approximately equal to the amount spent on which of the following:<br \/>\n(i) Salaries\/wages in 1995<br \/>\n(ii) Advertising ,R &amp; D and technical fees in 1995<br \/>\n(iii) One-third of salaries, waghes, R &amp; D and taxes in 1998<br \/>\n(iv) All of the above<br \/>\n(v) None of the above<br \/>\nChoose the correct answer from below:<br \/>\na) Only<br \/>\nb) I, II and III only<br \/>\nc) IV only<br \/>\nd) V<\/p>\n<p><strong><span style=\"text-decoration: underline;\">Part II :<\/span><\/strong><br \/>\n<strong><span style=\"text-decoration: underline;\">Quantitative :<\/span><\/strong><br \/>\n21. Ram deposited Rs.10,000 to open a new savings account that earned 4% annual interest, compounded quarterly, If there were no other transactions in the account, what will be the amount of money in Ram&#8217;s account 6 months after the account was opened?<br \/>\na) Rs.10,100.<br \/>\nb) Rs.10,101<br \/>\nc) Rs.10,201<br \/>\nd) Rs.10,416<\/p>\n<p>22. A marketing firm determined that of 200 households surveyed, 80 used neither brand A nor| brand B soap, 60 used only brand A soap, and for every household tht used both brands of soap, 3 used only brand B soap. How many of the 200 households surveyed used both brands of soap?<br \/>\na) 20<br \/>\nb) 15<br \/>\nc) 40<br \/>\nd) 45<\/p>\n<p>23. If a certain retail store&#8217;s revenue in November was 2\/5 of its revenue in December and its| revenue in January was \u00bc of its revenue in November, then the store&#8217;s revenue in December was how many times the average (arithmetic mean) of its revenues in November and January?<br \/>\na) \u00bc<br \/>\nb) \u00bd<br \/>\nc) 2<br \/>\nd) 4<\/p>\n<p>24. If n is the product of the integers from 1 to 8, inclusive, how many different prime factors greater than 1 does n have?<br \/>\na) Four<br \/>\nb) Five<br \/>\nc) Seven<br \/>\nd) Six.<\/p>\n<p>25. A fruit vendor sells 50% of oranges he had bought and throws away 10% of the remainder. Next day he sells 40% of the remainder and throws away the rest. What percentage of his oranges does the vendor throws?<br \/>\na) 42<br \/>\nb) 32<br \/>\nc) 23<br \/>\nd) 37<\/p>\n<p>26. A club collected exactly Rs.5990 from its members. If each member contributed at least Rs.120, what is the greatest number of members the club could have?<br \/>\na) 50<br \/>\nb) 43<br \/>\nc) 44<br \/>\nd) 49<\/p>\n<p>27. Of the 3,600 employees of company X, 1\/3 are clerical. If the clerical staff were to be reduced by 1\/3, what percent of the total number of the remaining employees would then be clerical?<br \/>\na) 25%<br \/>\nb) 20%<br \/>\nc) 33%<br \/>\nd) 12.5%<\/p>\n<p>28. A tank contains 10,000 gallons of a solution that is 5% sodium chloride by volume. If 2,500 gallons of water evaporate from the tank, the remaining solution will be approximately what percent sodium chloride?<br \/>\na) 1.25%<br \/>\nb) 6.67%<br \/>\nc) 3.75%<br \/>\nd) 6.25%<\/p>\n<p>29. An empty pool being filled with water at a constant rate takes 8 hours to fill to 3\/5 of its capacity. How much more time will it take to finish filling the pool?<br \/>\na) 5 hours 30 mins<br \/>\nb) 4 hours 48 mins<br \/>\nc) 2 hours 40 mins<br \/>\nd) 5 hours 20 mins<\/p>\n<p>30. Of the final grades received by the students in a certain finance course, 1\/5 are A&#8217;s, \u00bc are B&#8217;s, \u00bd are C&#8217;s, and the remaining 10 grades are D&#8217;s. What is the number of the students in the course?<br \/>\na) 80<br \/>\nb) 200<br \/>\nc) 160<br \/>\nd) 400\n","protected":false},"excerpt":{"rendered":"<p>Organisation : SRM University Exam : SRMCAT 2015 Document Type : Model Question Paper Category or Subject : MBA Year : 2015 Website : http:\/\/www.srmuniv.ac.in Download Model Question Paper : https:\/\/www.pdfquestion.in\/uploads\/9382-mba-model.pdf SRMCAT MBA Model Question Paper : Part 1: Data [&hellip;]<\/p>\n","protected":false},"author":8,"featured_media":0,"comment_status":"open","ping_status":"closed","sticky":false,"template":"","format":"standard","meta":[],"categories":[167],"tags":[210],"_links":{"self":[{"href":"https:\/\/www.pdfquestion.in\/wp-json\/wp\/v2\/posts\/9382"}],"collection":[{"href":"https:\/\/www.pdfquestion.in\/wp-json\/wp\/v2\/posts"}],"about":[{"href":"https:\/\/www.pdfquestion.in\/wp-json\/wp\/v2\/types\/post"}],"author":[{"embeddable":true,"href":"https:\/\/www.pdfquestion.in\/wp-json\/wp\/v2\/users\/8"}],"replies":[{"embeddable":true,"href":"https:\/\/www.pdfquestion.in\/wp-json\/wp\/v2\/comments?post=9382"}],"version-history":[{"count":0,"href":"https:\/\/www.pdfquestion.in\/wp-json\/wp\/v2\/posts\/9382\/revisions"}],"wp:attachment":[{"href":"https:\/\/www.pdfquestion.in\/wp-json\/wp\/v2\/media?parent=9382"}],"wp:term":[{"taxonomy":"category","embeddable":true,"href":"https:\/\/www.pdfquestion.in\/wp-json\/wp\/v2\/categories?post=9382"},{"taxonomy":"post_tag","embeddable":true,"href":"https:\/\/www.pdfquestion.in\/wp-json\/wp\/v2\/tags?post=9382"}],"curies":[{"name":"wp","href":"https:\/\/api.w.org\/{rel}","templated":true}]}}
